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Never Stop Cha Cha
BEGINNER

48 Count
Choreographed by: Cathy Montgomery

Choreographed to: If I Never Stop Loving You by David Kersh

LEFT BOX SHUFFLE, RIGHT BOX SHUFFLE
1 - 4 Cross rock left over right, back onto right, shuffle (left right left)
5 - 8 Cross rock right over left, back onto left, shuffle (right left right)

RIGHT WEAVE, LEFT WEAVE
1 - 4 Step left over right, step side right, step left behind, step right beside

/Don't stop roll right into your left vine
5 - 8 Step left to left side, step right behind, step left to left side, step right in front of left

LEFT SIDE SHUFFLE ROCK, RIGHT SIDE SHUFFLE ROCK
1 - 4 Shuffle side left (left right left), rock back onto right, return home to left
5 - 8 Shuffle side right (right left right), rock back onto left, return home to right

1/2 TURN SHUFFLE ROCK, 1/4 TURN SHUFFLE ROCK
1 - 4 Shuffling a 1/2 turn to right shoulder (left right left) rock back onto right, return home to left
5 - 8 Shuffling a 1/4 turn to left shoulder (right left right) rock back onto left, return home to right

TOUCH LEFT, HOLD SCOOT LEFT, TOUCH RIGHT, HOLD, SCOOT RIGHT
1 - 4 Touch left to left side and hold, scoot right, left and touch right foot beside left
5 - 8 Touch right to right side and hold, scoot left right and touch left foot beside right

4 SAILOR SHUFFLES BACK
1 & 2 Shuffle back (left right left)
3 & 4 Shuffle back (right left right)
5 & 6 Shuffle back (left right left)
7 & 8 Shuffle back (right left right)

REPEAT
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